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Dosage Calculations May 03 2024 Master dosage calculations with the ratio-proportion version
of the best-selling book from Gloria D. Pickar! "Dosage Calculations: A Ratio-Proportion
Approach" builds upon core strengths that made Dosage Calculations a market leader. This
trusted book includes a comprehensive math review, full-color drug labels, and critical thinking
assessments. Basic and advanced calculations are thoroughly covered, including intravenous
and those specific to the pediatric patient.
 Criminal Investigation Aug 02 2021
 Rent a Boyfriend May 30 2021 To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before meets The Farewell in this
incisive romantic comedy about a college student who hires a fake boyfriend to appease her
traditional Taiwanese parents, to disastrous results, from the acclaimed author of American
Panda. Chloe Wang is nervous to introduce her parents to her boyfriend, because the truth is,
she hasn’t met him yet either. She hired him from Rent for Your ’Rents, a company
specializing in providing fake boyfriends trained to impress even the most traditional Asian
parents. Drew Chan’s passion is art, but after his parents cut him off for dropping out of
college to pursue his dreams, he became a Rent for Your ’Rents employee to keep a roof over
his head. Luckily, learning protocols like “Type C parents prefer quiet, kind, zero-PDA
gestures” comes naturally to him. When Chloe rents Drew, the mission is simple: convince her
parents fake Drew is worthy of their approval so they’ll stop pressuring her to accept a
proposal from Hongbo, the wealthiest (and slimiest) young bachelor in their tight-knit Asian
American community. But when Chloe starts to fall for the real Drew—who, unlike his fake
persona, is definitely not ’rent-worthy—her carefully curated life begins to unravel. Can she
figure out what she wants before she loses everything?
 The Clones Mar 28 2021 Book 2.
 Contemporary Practical/Vocational Nursing Apr 09 2022 Now in its Sixth Edition, this text
offers LPN/LVN students a basic introduction to the nursing profession. Unit 1, Getting Started,
helps students adjust to the student nurse role, maintain a healthy personal life, communicate
effectively, and recognize that NCLEX-PN preparation begins the first day of class. Unit 2,
Understanding Your Profession, summarizes the history of nursing and the roles and
responsibilities of nurses. Unit 3, Preparing for Successful Practice, addresses ethical and
legal issues and leadership and management skills. Unit 4, Moving Forward, discusses career
planning and issues that confront nurses as they begin a career. Highlights of the Sixth Edition
include additional leadership and management information, new case studies, enhanced
NCLEX information, material for non-traditional students, and interactive Assess Yourself
boxes. Watch and Learn icons direct students to video clips on a companion Website.
 Virtual War Nov 28 2023 Imagine a life of virtual reality -- a childhood contained in a controlled
environment, with no human contact or experiences outside of the world of computer-
generated images. Corgan has been genetically engineered by the Federation for quick
reflexes, high intelligence, and physical superiority. Everything Corgan is, everything he has
ever seen or done, was to prepare him for one moment: a bloodless, computer-controlled
virtual war. When Corgan meets his two fellow warriors, he begins to question the Federation.
Now Corgan must decide where his loyalties lie, what he's willing to fight for, and exactly what



he wants in return. His decisions will affect not only these three virtual warriors, but all the
people left on earth.
 Dosage Calculations Apr 02 2024 The best-selling dosage calculations book on the market,
Gloria Pickar's DOSAGE CALCULATIONS, 9th Edition features the three-step approach to
basic and advanced Formula Method calculations that nursing and other health care
professionals prefer, along with a reader-friendly writing style and handy work text format. In
addition to easing readers into the math with a thorough review, the book uses a logic-based
process to build confidence and limit anxiety. Featuring full-color images of drug labels, critical
thinking assessments, extensive clinical examples, and a host of interactive supplements,
including an accompanying online tutorial, DOSAGE CALCULATIONS, 9th Edition gives
readers the skills they need to master dosage calculations in any clinical setting. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
 How Not to Disappear Feb 25 2021 In England, newly pregnant seventeen-year-old Hattie and
her gin-drinking great-aunt Gloria, who's in the early stages of dementia, set out together on a
road trip of self-discovery--Gloria to finally confront the secrets of her past before they're wiped
from her memory forever and Hattie to face the hard choices that will determine her future.
 The Silver Swan Nov 04 2021 "Men who inherit great wealth are respected, but women who
do the same are ridiculed. In The Silver Swan, Sallie Bingham rescues Doris Duke from this
gendered prison and shows us just how brave, rebellious, and creative this unique woman
really was, and how her generosity benefits us to this day.” —Gloria Steinem A bold portrait of
Doris Duke, the defiant and notorious tobacco heiress who was perhaps the greatest modern
woman philanthropist In The Silver Swan, Sallie Bingham chronicles one of the great
underexplored lives of the twentieth century and the very archetype of the modern woman.
“Don’t touch that girl, she’ll burn your fingers,” FBI director J. Edgar Hoover once said about
Doris Duke, the inheritor of James Buchanan Duke’s billion-dollar tobacco fortune. During her
lifetime, she would be blamed for scorching many, including her mother and various ex-lovers.
She established her first foundation when she was twenty-one; cultivated friendships with the
likes of Jackie Kennedy, Imelda Marcos, and Michael Jackson; flaunted interracial
relationships; and adopted a thirty-two year-old woman she believed to be the reincarnation of
her deceased daughter. This is also the story of the great houses she inhabited, including the
classically proportioned limestone mansion on Fifth Avenue, the sprawling Duke Farms in New
Jersey, the Gilded Age mansion Rough Point in Newport, Shangri La in Honolulu, and
Falcon’s Lair overlooking Beverly Hills. Even though Duke was the subject of constant
scrutiny, little beyond the tabloid accounts of her behavior has been publicly known. In 2012,
when eight hundred linear feet of her personal papers were made available, Sallie Bingham set
out to probe her identity. She found an alluring woman whose life was forged in the Jazz Age,
who was not only an early war correspondent but also an environmentalist, a surfer, a collector
of Islamic art, a savvy businesswoman who tripled her father’s fortune, and a major
philanthropist with wide-ranging passions from dance to historic preservation to human rights.
In The Silver Swan, Bingham is especially interested in dissecting the stereotypes that have
defined Duke’s story while also confronting the disturbing questions that cleave to her legacy.
 She Took Justice Feb 17 2023 She Took Justice: The Black Woman, Law, and Power – 1619
to 1969 proves that The Black Woman liberated herself. Readers go on a journey from the
invasion of Africa into the Colonial period and the Civil Rights Movement. The Black Woman
reveals power, from Queen Nzingha to Shirley Chisholm. In She Took Justice, we see



centuries of courage in the face of racial prejudice and gender oppression. We gain insight into
American history through The Black Woman's fight against race laws, especially criminal
injustice. She became an organizer, leader, activist, lawyer, and judge – a fighter in her own
advancement. These engaging true stories show that, for most of American history, the law
was an enemy to The Black Woman. Using perseverance, tenacity, intelligence, and faith, she
turned the law into a weapon to combat discrimination, a prestigious occupation, and a
platform from which she could lift others as she rose. This is a book for every reader.
 Leifer's Introduction to Maternity and Pediatric Nursing in Canada Jun 11 2022 Gain a solid
foundation in Canadian maternity and pediatric nursing! Written in a clear, concise, friendly
style, Leifer''s Intro to Maternity & Pediatric Nursing in Canada, is the first Canadian edition of
the best-selling Leifer textbook. Fully revised by author, Lisa Keenan-Lindsay, RN, MN,
PNC(C), it includes Canadian statistics, terminology, references, guidelines, resources,
Canadian nursing best practices, assessments, and more! It''s organized by developmental
stages and includes discussions of pediatric disorders by body system from simple-to-complex
and health-to-illness. With a rich focus on family health, this text contains exam-style review
questions, case studies, and numerous other pedagogical features to give you the tools you
need to successfully care for patients within the Canadian social and institutional context.
Logical organization of content by simple-to-complex and health-to-illness, makes it easy for
you to locate and access information. Health Promotion Considerations boxes focus on
preventive strategies for achieving prenatal wellness, health during pregnancy, postpartum
health, newborn health, and pediatric illness prevention and wellness---including Canadian
immunization schedules for all ages. Unfolding Case Studies with open-ended critical thinking
questions assess application of content to practice as you follow one family through conception
and the birth process. Nursing Care Plans provide expected outcomes, interventions, and
rationales for nursing interventions. Comprehensive coverage of over 35 skills, outlined in step-
by-step format cover a wide range of maternal and pediatric nursing interventions. Focus on
health promotion and illness prevention, covers women''s health issues, and growth and
development of child and parent. Cultural considerations applied as they relate to
maternal/infant, and pediatric care in detailed tables. Safety Alerts emphasize protecting
patients, family, health care providers, and the public from accidents, medication errors, and
the spread of disease. Nursing Tips throughout text provide you with pertinent information
applicable in the clinical setting. NEW! Fully revised content for a Canadian audience includes
statistics, terminology, references and resources, 2019 Canada''s Food Guide, guidelines from
the Society of Obstetricians and Gynaecologist''s of Canada (SOGC), the Canadian Paediatric
Society (CPS), and the Public Health Agency of Canada, Canadian nursing best practice
guidelines, assessments, and more! NEW! Strong focus on Health Promotion includes
application of the social determinants of health, greater emphasis on community nursing,
primary health care, and family-centred care approach. NEW! High-Risk Newborn chapter
combines preterm/post-term newborn with the child born with a congenital condition. NEW!
Chapter covers caring for the child with a chronic illness or in palliative care. UNIQUE! Baby-
Friendly Initiatives incorporated throughout the text. UNIQUE! Canadian cultural considerations
include content related to Indigenous Peoples threaded throughout all applicable chapters.
NEW! Updated labour information based on Canadian guidelines and the five P''s of labour.
NEW! Complete inclusion of Canadian medications, dosages, and metric measurements.
NEW! Enhanced and updated art programme reflect Canada''s cultural diversity in the health
care setting. NEW! Coverage of Canadian ethical and legal standards, and provincial and



territorial legislation. NEW! Critical Thinking questions applies concepts learned in the chapter
to practical situations. NEW! UPDATED! Examination review questions prepare you for
certification exams. NEW! Expanded coverage on safety includes maternity and pediatric care
in the home and community.
 You Decide! 2012 Mar 21 2023 "Updated annually, this best-selling, debate-style reader
examines the most timely, important, and provocative issues in American politics. You Decide!
Current Debates in American Politics, 8/e draws students into the key topics that have made
headlines and affected our political system during 2011 and will continue to affect our daily
lives in 2012. Designed to get students engaged and thinking about our political system, the
topics featured in You Decide! have been selected for their currency, importance, and interest.
The pieces, arguing various sides of a given political issue, come from recent journals,
congressional hearings, think tanks, and periodicals."--Publisher description.
 Who Is Gloria Steinem? Nov 16 2022 As a field reporter in the 1960s, Gloria Steinem worked
hard to dig up important stories. She went undercover to expose the grim realities of gender
inequality in America. As her message continued to grow, she became the spokeswoman of
the women’s liberation movement and created the feminist publication, Ms. magazine.
Steinem continues to speak and write about women and women’s roles in media and politics.
 Sultz & Young's Health Care USA Oct 04 2021 Health Care USA, Ninth Edition offers students
of health administration, public health, medicine, and related fields a wide-ranging overview of
America’s health care system. Combining historical perspective with analysis of current
trends, this expanded edition charts the evolution of modern American health care, providing a
complete examination of its organization and delivery while offering critical insight into the
issues that the U.S. health system faces today.
 Communicating in Groups: Applications and Skills Sep 26 2023 Communicating in Groups
offers a concise, step-by-step introduction to the theory and practice of small group
communication and teaches students to develop and apply critical thinking skills in group
problem-solving situations. The book continues to synthesize current small group theory and
research while presenting the material in a practical and accessible manner for students
interested in the dynamics of small group communication. The eighth edition marks the first
time two central chapters on communication are integrated into one chapter, capturing key
principles of both verbal and non-verbal small group behavior within a new definition of
communication. With the firm belief that group participation can be an uplifting, energizing
experience, authors Kathy Adams and Gloria Galanes give students the tools they will need to
achieve this outcome. Research and theory are presented with a focus on what is important to
students—understanding their group experiences and making them effective communicators.
 Study Guide for Introduction to Maternity and Pediatric Nursing Oct 28 2023 maternity,
perinatal, newborn, pediatric, child nursing, women's health
 Gloria Grahame, Bad Girl of Film Noir Sep 14 2022 A marvelous actress, Gloria Grahame
(1923-1981) was also an iconic figure of film noir. Her talents are showcased in several classic
motion pictures of the 1940s and 1950s, including It's a Wonderful Life, Crossfire, In a Lonely
Place, The Greatest Show on Earth, The Big Heat, Oklahoma!, and The Bad and the Beautiful,
for which she earned an Academy Award. This comprehensive overview of Gloria Grahame's
life and work examines each of her feature films in detail, as well as her made-for-television
productions, her television-series appearances and her stage career. Also discussed are the
varied ways in which Grahame's acting performances were affected by her tumultuous
personal life--which included four marriages, the second to director Nicholas Ray and the



fourth to Ray's stepson Anthony.
 A Time of Miracles Jan 24 2021 In the early 1990s, a boy with a mysterious past and the
woman who cares for him endure a journey across the war-torn Caucasus and Europe,
encountering other refugees searching for a better life.
 Linden Hills Jun 23 2023 The National Book Award–winning author of The Women of Brewster
Place explores the secrets of an affluent black community. For its wealthy African American
residents, the exclusive neighborhood of Linden Hills is a symbol of “making it.” The ultimate
achievement: a home on prestigious Tupelo Drive. Making your way downhill to Tupelo is
irrefutable proof of your worth. But the farther down the hill you go, the emptier you become . . .
Using the descent of Dante’s Inferno as a model, this bold, haunting novel follows two young
men as they attempt to find work amid the circles of the well-off community. Exploring a
microcosm of race and social class, author Gloria Naylor reveals the true cost of success for
the lost souls of Linden Hills—an existence trapped in a nightmare of their own making.
 African-American Spiritual and Ethical Guide to End of Life Care Jan 31 2024
 Afterwar Feb 05 2022 Previously published as "The Revolt" and "The Choice," this bind-up
finds the virtual battle spilling into the real world, when Corgan is challenged by Brigand, the
product of a clone experiment gone wrong.
 American Panda Apr 21 2023 “Weepingly funny.” —The Wall Street Journal “Delightful.”
—BuzzFeed “Charmed my socks off.” —David Arnold, New York Times bestselling author of
Kids of Appetite and Mosquitoland Four starred reviews for this incisive, laugh-out-loud
contemporary debut about a Taiwanese-American teen whose parents want her to be a doctor
and marry a Taiwanese Ivy Leaguer despite her squeamishness with germs and crush on a
Japanese classmate. At seventeen, Mei should be in high school, but skipping fourth grade
was part of her parents’ master plan. Now a freshman at MIT, she is on track to fulfill the rest
of this predetermined future: become a doctor, marry a preapproved Taiwanese Ivy Leaguer,
produce a litter of babies. With everything her parents have sacrificed to make her cushy life a
reality, Mei can’t bring herself to tell them the truth—that she (1) hates germs, (2) falls asleep in
biology lectures, and (3) has a crush on her classmate Darren Takahashi, who is decidedly not
Taiwanese. But when Mei reconnects with her brother, Xing, who is estranged from the family
for dating the wrong woman, Mei starts to wonder if all the secrets are truly worth it. Can she
find a way to be herself, whoever that is, before her web of lies unravels? From debut author
Gloria Chao comes a hilarious, heartfelt tale of how, unlike the panda, life isn’t always so black
and white.
 Introduction to Maternity and Pediatric Nursing - E-Book Mar 01 2024 Build the knowledge
and clinical judgment you need to succeed in maternity and pediatric nursing! Written in a
clear, easy-to-read style, Introduction to Maternity and Pediatric Nursing, 9th Edition describes
how you can provide effective, evidence-based care for women during pregnancy, labor, and
delivery, and for newborns and growing children. The text spans the continuum of child
development, organizing topics from simple to complex and from health to illness; this
approach makes it easy to locate information. Another hallmark of the book is its strong focus
on family-centered care, health promotion, and illness prevention. Written by noted nursing
educator Gloria Leifer, this bestselling text includes new Next-Generation NCLEX® exam-style
case studies plus updates on infection control, pandemic responses, and more. Unfolding case
studies follow one family through the conception and birth process, and include open-ended
critical thinking questions applying the content to practice. More than 25 nursing care plans
include nursing diagnoses plus goals, nursing interventions, and rationales, along with critical



thinking questions to promote clinical decision-making skills. Detailed nursing skills cover a
wide range of maternal and pediatric nursing interventions. Safety alerts highlight the
importance of protecting patients and others from accidents, medication errors, and the spread
of disease. Nursing tips include practical, evidence-based information applicable in the clinical
setting. Nursing guidelines reflect the World Health Organization’s Baby Friendly Hospital
Initiative, alternative therapies, immunization mandates, emergency preparedness, preventing
medication errors, and more. Get Ready for the NCLEX® Examination! at the end of each
chapter includes a summary of key points, additional online resources, review questions, and
critical thinking questions. Cultural Considerations boxes help you address the needs of
culturally diverse patients and families. Patient Teaching boxes help you communicate
instructions for self-care with patients and families. Medication tables provide quick access to
information about commonly used medications. NEW! Next-Generation NCLEX® examination-
style case studies include new-format questions to help you prepare for the licensure
examination. NEW! Discussion of the NCSBN Clinical Judgment Measurement Model helps
you learn decision making and develop the skills needed to plan effective nursing
interventions. NEW! Thorough updates include infection control, pandemic responses,
pharmacologic tables, and pediatric treatments.
 Astrology & Your Child Jul 13 2022 Every child is an individual. But since it is your job to aid in
their development, how can you know where they need extra help and where they need to be
challenged? Astrology & Your Child (a revised edition of Optimum Child) by Gloria Star gives
you the information you need to understand your child and guide him or her to reach full
potential. Star has been an astrologer for over twenty years, but you don't have to be an expert
to use this book. Her years of experience allow her to present an understandable introduction
to astrology. Then you will learn how to use this information to help your child grow, develop,
and become a secure, self-empowered adult. With astrology you will learn your child's
strengths and weaknesses. This information, available to you from the moment of birth, will let
you finally understand why your child behaves as he or she does. Then you can determine in
which areas your child will need support and in which areas he or she will need to be
challenged. If you need help in deciding what to do, Star makes many suggestions that can
help you. So just how specific can this book get? Very. What types of food will a child like?
Venus will tell you. Is your child depressed or lacking in emotional expressiveness? A moon in
Aquarius can give you a clue. If your child has the moon in trine aspect to Pluto, the child is
likely to be emotionally resilient. If Venus aspects Uranus, your child may need unconditional
acceptance. This book is the key to helping your child grow and mature in a healthy way. It will
also help you better understand how you related with your parents and let you overcome old
angers. It's a must for everyone.
 Dosage Calculations Jun 04 2024 Builds upon its core strengths-comprehensive math review,
ratio- proportion method approach, and critical thinking assessment. The author's trusted three
step method, Convert, Think, Calculate, trains users how to significantly reduce errors and
increase their confidence in dosage calculation.
 Introduction to Maternity and Pediatric Nursing - Binder Ready Mar 09 2022 Build the
knowledge and clinical judgment you need to succeed in maternity and pediatric nursing!
Written in a clear, easy-to-read style, Introduction to Maternity and Pediatric Nursing, 9th
Edition describes how you can provide effective, evidence-based care for women during
pregnancy, labor, and delivery, and for newborns and growing children. The text spans the
continuum of child development, organizing topics from simple to complex and from health to



illness; this approach makes it easy to locate information. Another hallmark of the book is its
strong focus on family-centered care, health promotion, and illness prevention. Written by
noted nursing educator Gloria Leifer, this bestselling text includes new Next-Generation
NCLEX® exam-style case studies plus updates on infection control, pandemic responses, and
more. Unfolding case studies follow one family through the conception and birth process, and
include open-ended critical thinking questions applying the content to practice. More than 25
nursing care plans include nursing diagnoses plus goals, nursing interventions, and rationales,
along with critical thinking questions to promote clinical decision-making skills. Detailed nursing
skills cover a wide range of maternal and pediatric nursing interventions. Safety alerts highlight
the importance of protecting patients and others from accidents, medication errors, and the
spread of disease. Nursing tips include practical, evidence-based information applicable in the
clinical setting. Nursing guidelines reflect the World Health Organization's Baby Friendly
Hospital Initiative, alternative therapies, immunization mandates, emergency preparedness,
preventing medication errors, and more. Get Ready for the NCLEX® Examination! at the end
of each chapter includes a summary of key points, additional online resources, review
questions, and critical thinking questions. Cultural Considerations boxes help you address the
needs of culturally diverse patients and families. Patient Teaching boxes help you
communicate instructions for self-care with patients and families. Medication tables provide
quick access to information about commonly used medications. NEW! Next-Generation
NCLEX® examination-style case studies include new-format questions to help you prepare for
the licensure examination. NEW! Discussion of the NCSBN Clinical Judgment Measurement
Model helps you learn decision making and develop the skills needed to plan effective nursing
interventions. NEW! Thorough updates include infection control, pandemic responses,
pharmacologic tables, and pediatric treatments.
 California. Court of Appeal (2nd Appellate District). Records and Briefs Jul 01 2021
 Technologies for Active Aging May 11 2022 The challenge of population aging requires
innovative approaches to meet the needs of increasing numbers of older people. Emerging
information and communication technologies (ICTs), such as pervasive computing and
ambient assistive technology, have considerable potential for enhancing the quality of life of
many older people by providing additional safety and security while also supporting mobility,
independent living, and social participation. The proposed book will be a landmark publication
in the area of technology and aging that will serve as a statement of the current state-of-the-art
and as a pointer to directions for future research and emerging technologies, products, and
services.
 Growth and Development Across the Lifespan - E-Book Jul 25 2023 This book provides
introductory coverage of growth and development throughout the lifespan. The content
emphasizes normal aspects as well as the unique problems and health promotion needs of
each age and stage of development. It features a strong health promotion theme structured
around Healthy People 2020 objectives. Lifespan coverage from prenatal development to
death helps students integrate concepts related to normal changes in each stage of the life
cycle. Coverage of current research and trends in health care provide readers with the most up-
to-date, accurate information. Health promotion and disease prevention, including Healthy
People 2020 objectives, are highlighted throughout the book. Cultural content is highlighted
throughout the book and in new Chapter 3: Cultural Considerations in Health Care to
encourage students to consider cultural implications at every stage of development. Separate
chapter on advanced old age and geriatrics (Chapter 14) discuss the theories, physiological



changes, and psychological aspects of aging; health promotion and maintenance; and the role
of health care providers in caring for the geriatric patient. All of this helps students understand
how to maintain quality of life and promote health in advanced old age. Teaching techniques
for every developmental stage are part of a consistent chapter format and provide age-
appropriate patient education tips. Consistent chapter organization for each stage of growth
and development makes information easy to access. Critical Thinking scenarios and questions
appear at the end of each chapter to help students consider all variables when planning care
across the lifespan. Student learning features include Objectives, Key Terms, Key Points, and
Review Questions. Appendix A includes the FDA's Recommended Child and Adult
Immunization Schedules, providing essential health promotion information. NEW Appendix B
provides a Multilingual Glossary of Symptoms to enhance students' awareness of culturally
sensitive care. Glossary includes definitions of Key Terms and additional terms help students
review concepts and terminology at a glance. Bibliography is organized by chapter at the end
of the book to facilitate additional research and study.
 Community & Public Health Nursing: Promoting the Public's Health May 23 2023 Community
& Public Health Nursing is designed to provide students a basic grounding in public health
nursing principles while emphasizing aggregate-level nursing. While weaving in meaningful
examples from practice throughout the text, the authors coach students on how to navigate
between conceptualizing about a population-focus while also continuing to advocate and care
for individuals, families, and aggregates. This student-friendly, highly illustrated text engages
students, and by doing so, eases students into readily applying public health principles along
with evidence-based practice, nursing science, and skills that promote health, prevent disease,
as well as protect at-risk populations! What the 8th edition of this text does best is assist
students in broadening the base of their knowledge and skills that they can employ in both the
community and acute care settings, while the newly enhanced ancillary resources offers
interactive tools that allow students of all learning styles to master public health nursing.
 Because of Winn-Dixie Dec 06 2021 A classic tale by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo,
America's beloved storyteller. One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal Buloni goes down to
the local supermarket for some groceries – and comes home with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is no
ordinary dog. It’s because of Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make friends. And it’s because of
Winn-Dixie that she finally dares to ask her father about her mother, who left when Opal was
three. In fact, as Opal admits, just about everything that happens that summer is because of
Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new cover illustration by E. B. Lewis.
 Homeless Bird Oct 16 2022 The National Book Award-winning novel about one remarkable
young woman who dares to defy fate, perfect for readers who enjoyed A Long Walk to Water
by Linda Sue Park or Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai. Like many girls her age in
India, thirteen-year-old Koly faces her arranged marriage with hope and courage. But Koly's
story takes a terrible turn when in the wake of the ceremony, she discovers she's been horribly
misled—her life has been sold for a dowry. Can she forge her own future, even in the face of
time-worn tradition? Perfect for schools and classrooms, this universally acclaimed,
bestselling, and award-winning novel by master of historical fiction Gloria Whelan is a gripping
tale of hope that will transport readers of all ages.
 Feminist Frontiers Aug 14 2022
 Our Wayward Fate Jan 07 2022 “A story that’s sure to stick with you for a long time.”
—BuzzFeed “More than a coming-of-age novel.” —School Library Journal “[An] inventive,
deeply heartfelt love story that explores connections of many kinds.” —Booklist A teen outcast



is simultaneously swept up in a whirlwind romance and down a rabbit hole of dark family
secrets when another Taiwanese family moves to her small, predominantly white midwestern
town in this remarkable novel from the critically acclaimed author of American Panda.
Seventeen-year-old Ali Chu knows that as the only Asian person at her school in middle-of-
nowhere Indiana, she must be bland as white toast to survive. This means swapping her
congee lunch for PB&Js, ignoring the clueless racism from her classmates and teachers, and
keeping her mouth shut when people wrongly call her Allie instead of her actual name,
pronounced ?h-l?e, after the mountain in Taiwan. Her autopilot existence is disrupted when
she finds out that Chase Yu, the new kid in school, is also Taiwanese. Despite some initial
resistance due to the “they belong together” whispers, Ali and Chase soon spark a chemistry
rooted in competitive martial arts, joking in two languages, and, most importantly, pushing back
against the discrimination they face. But when Ali’s mom finds out about the relationship, she
forces Ali to end it. As Ali covertly digs into the why behind her mother’s disapproval, she
uncovers secrets about her family and Chase that force her to question everything she thought
she knew about life, love, and her unknowable future. Snippets of a love story from 19th-
century China (a retelling of the Chinese folktale The Butterfly Lovers) are interspersed with
Ali’s narrative and intertwined with her fate.
 Officer Buckle and Gloria Aug 26 2023 "Besides the beguiling story, the affable illustrations of
the smiling Gloria, the accidental mayhem in the background, and the myriad safety tips --
such as 'always pull the toothpick out of your sandwhich' and 'never lick a stop sign in the
winter' -- add to the enjoyment. A glorious picture book." -- The Horn Book"Rathmann is a
quick rising star in the world of chidren's books. In this book, she again shows her flair for
creating real characters, dramatic situations and for knowing what will make young audiences
giggle and think." -- Children's Book Review Magazine"Rathman brings a lighter-than-air comic
touch to this outstanding, solid-as-a-brick picture book." -- Publisher's Weekly"A five-star
performance." -- School Library Journal
 Emergency Medical Responder Dec 30 2023 This is the eBook of the printed book and may
not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. The leader in the field, Emergency Medical Responder, Ninth Edition,
provides clear first responder-level training for fire service, emergency, law enforcement,
military, civil, and industrial personnel. The new ninth edition retains many successful features
from previous editions and includes new topics and concepts that have recently become part of
most Emergency Medical Responder programs. The foundation of this text is the new National
Emergency Medical Services Education Standards for Emergency Medical Responder, and it
also includes the 2010 American Heart Association guidelines for Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation and First Aid.
 Nine Stories Apr 29 2021 The "original, first-rate, serious, and beautiful" short fiction (New
York Times Book Review) that introduced J. D. Salinger to American readers in the years after
World War II, including "A Perfect Day for Bananafish" and the first appearance of Salinger's
fictional Glass family. Nine exceptional stories from one of the great literary voices of the
twentieth century. Witty, urbane, and frequently affecting, Nine Stories sits alongside Salinger's
very best work--a treasure that will passed down for many generations to come. The stories: A
Perfect Day for Bananafish Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut Just Before the War with the Eskimos
The Laughing Man Down at the Dinghy For Esmé--with Love and Squalor Pretty Mouth and
Green My Eyes De Daumier-Smith's Blue Period Teddy
 Deep Time of the Media Sep 02 2021 A quest to find something new by excavating the "deep



time" of media's development—not by simply looking at new media's historic forerunners, but by
connecting models, machines, technologies, and accidents that have until now remained
separated. Deep Time of the Media takes us on an archaeological quest into the hidden layers
of media development—dynamic moments of intense activity in media design and construction
that have been largely ignored in the historical-media archaeological record. Siegfried Zielinski
argues that the history of the media does not proceed predictably from primitive tools to
complex machinery; in Deep Time of the Media, he illuminates turning points of media
history—fractures in the predictable—that help us see the new in the old. Drawing on original
source materials, Zielinski explores the technology of devices for hearing and seeing through
two thousand years of cultural and technological history. He discovers the contributions of
"dreamers and modelers" of media worlds, from the ancient Greek philosopher Empedocles
and natural philosophers of the Renaissance and Baroque periods to Russian avant-gardists of
the early twentieth century. "Media are spaces of action for constructed attempts to connect
what is separated," Zielinski writes. He describes models and machines that make this
connection: including a theater of mirrors in sixteenth-century Naples, an automaton for
musical composition created by the seventeenth-century Jesuit Athanasius Kircher, and the
eighteenth-century electrical tele-writing machine of Joseph Mazzolari, among others.
Uncovering these moments in the media-archaeological record, Zielinski says, brings us into a
new relationship with present-day moments; these discoveries in the "deep time" media history
shed light on today's media landscape and may help us map our expedition to the media
future.
 The Billboard Book of Top 40 Hits, 9th Edition Dec 18 2022 The Essential Reference Guide to
America’s Most Popular Songs and Artists Spanning More than Fifty Years of Music Beginning
with Bill Haley & His Comets’ seminal “Rock Around the Clock” all the way up to Lady Gaga
and her glammed-out “Poker face,” this updated and unparalleled resource contains the most
complete chart information on every artist and song to hit Billboard’s Top 40 pop singles chart
all the way back to 1955. Inside, you’ll find all of the biggest-selling, most-played hits for the
past six decades. Each alphabetized artist entry includes biographical info, the date their single
reached the Top 40, the song’s highest position, and the number of weeks on the charts, as
well as the original record label and catalog number. Other sections—such as “Record
Holders,” “Top Artists by Decade,” and “#1 Singles 1955-2009”—make The Billboard Book of
Top 40 Hits the handiest and most indispensable music reference for record collectors, trivia
enthusiasts, industry professionals and pop music fans alike. Did you know? • Beyoncé’s
2003 hit “Crazy in Love” spent 24 weeks in the Top 40 and eight of them in the #1 spot. • Billy
Idol has had a total of nine Top 40 hits over his career, the last being “Cradle of Love” in 1990.
• Of Madonna’s twelve #1 hits, her 1994 single “Take a Bow” held the spot the longest, for
seven weeks—one week longer than her 1984 smash “Like a Virgin.” • Marvin Gaye’s song
“Sexual Healing” spent 15 weeks at #3 in 1982, while the same song was #1 on the R&B chart
for 10 weeks. • Male vocal group Boyz II Men had three of the biggest chart hits of all time
during the 1990s. • The Grateful Dead finally enjoyed a Top 10 single in 1987 after 20 years of
touring. • Janet Jackson has scored an impressive 39 Top 40 hits—one more than her
megastar brother Michael!
 Enfoques Jan 19 2023
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